
 

 

 

Using the ASISTS Practice Database 
 

 
After viewing the ASISTS Training videos, trainees can use the ASISTS Practice database to 
gain experience in using the system.  The Practice Database exists so that users can make 
mistakes and not cause any harm to actual agency data.  (NOTE: The information added to the 
Practice Database will be purged on a regular basis, and can be purged upon request.) 
 
The ASISTS Practice Database can be accesses through the main ASISTS login page at: 
 

https://www.asists.com.   
username: trainee  
password: learning   

 
Questions about or difficulties with the ASISTS Practice Database should be immediately 
addressed to the agency’s assigned ASISTS Support Person. 
 
 
Gathering Training Materials 
 
The most important data entered into ASISTS is Student Information.  That information can 
be broken down into two categories: Intake Data and Update Data. 
 
To practice “Intake Data”, trainees have two choices:   
 

1. Download the “Student Intake Information Practice Data” from the ASISTS Training 
website 

2. Or utilize Intake forms that are used at the agency, preferably of a real student file. 

 
 
It would be most beneficial to practice using the actual forms that are used at each individual 
program as these can differ slightly from agency to agency. 
 
By the end of the Student Data Entry Training videos, trainees will utilize an Individual 
Student Record Form (ISRF), a Best Plus Score Sheet, and a TABE Score Sheet. 
 Whenever possible, the trainees agency should provide, for the purposes of practice, the 
Intake and Assessment paperwork on one or more students that includes these forms, or the 
forms that the agency uses for Intake and Assessment data entry .   
 
The same is true for “Update Data”, there are two choices: 
 

1. Download the “Student Update Practice Data” from the ASISTS Training website 
2. Or collect the forms used at the agency to update student data 



 
 
By the end of the Student Update Data Entry Training videos, trainees utilizing the “Student 
Update Practice Data” download will use Turnaround Documents A, B, C, and D to update 
student information with corrected/additional demographic information, post-test 
information, and Goal and Outcome information.  If an agency uses forms other than 
Turnaround Documents to collect these data points, examples of those forms should be 
provided to and reviewed with the trainee. 
 
Since the training videos are broken down into small sections of data entry, not every video 
will end with assignments, but each Unit of Training Videos will end with suggested practice 
items.  
 


